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SIMON HEIJDENS: TENSION & ABILITY

From outdoor installations to products, his broad range of projects makes Simon Heijdens 
one of the most inventive designers around today. With clients such as Droog Design and 
Swarovski Crystal Palace, his approach has been coined by the press as ‘poetic’. It’s no puff-
filled platitude, if by definition poetry suggests beauty, grace and harmony; Heijdens’ way of 
working brings out the proportional parallelism between the object and its user.  

Text by Irene Barros, photos by Simon Heijdens, except where mentioned otherwise

Time Traffic

I’m meeting Simon Heijdens outside his London studio on a typically freezing British winter afternoon. It’s 
all a far cry - not to mention climate - from our first introduction only a month before in sunny Istanbul, 
when he was presenting his marble project for the Haaz Gallery’s Block exhibition (p.72). He’s busy 
with deadlines, but it’s a very relaxed atmosphere that pervades the almost-bare space. ‘All my stuff is 
in Rotterdam at the moment’, the base for his other studio, as he’s working on a project for Museum 
Boijmans Van Beuningen. So what brought him near the Thames? ‘I came here in 2005 as it’s a very dif-
ferent and interesting city to live and work in. It’s becoming a central point in the world where things pass 
through and the input is fantastic. There’s amazing exhibitions and so much to see, but at the same time 
it’s exhausting to do all these things. Most of my work is based abroad but I also started teaching here at 
the Royal College of Art, which is something that motivates me and I really enjoy,’ he explains.
 
UNPLANNED CHARACTER
Trained at Design Academy Eindhoven and also having studied experimental film at Udk Berlin, his 
projects often hover between object and moving image. Although he doesn’t count cinema as a di-
rect inspiration – in fact he doesn’t give much away in the inspiration stakes – he likes the patience of 
Guiseppe Penone; the storytelling of Ingmar Bergman; the imagination of Jan Svankmeyer; the sense of 
detail of Fernando Pessoa; the enthusiasm of Michel Gondry; and the endurance of Richard Long.

One of Heijdens’ most acclaimed works is Lightweeds, his living organism growing on the walls and 
floors of an indoor space that reacts to the actual nature of its location and reveals the character of a 
space. After being exhibited in Rotterdam, London, Paris, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Beijing and Tokyo, it 
will soon show at MoMA, New York. Behind the concept is the desire to give artificial objects a natu-
ral character and bring back a timeline to a space: ‘One of the side effects of the world becoming more 
artificial is that we’re spending more time in built spaces: office Blocks with 24-hour strip lighting, con-
ditioned climates muting any difference between day, night or season, and situations where everything 
is completely perpetual and non-changing. With this project I’m trying to make them sensitive again, it 
gives the work an unplanned character and a connection to the day as it passes. The way it grows de-
pends on the conditions outside and it can never be the same twice.’

design

Facing page:
Marble Chair
‘To sculpt means to take away, not to 
add, because the sculpture already 
exists inside of the marble. The stone 
is just the covering that already 
contains the work of art, the only 
thing the sculptor has to do is liberate 
the figure imprisoned in the marble.’ 
(Michelangelo)
An existing marble chair as an 
unfinished sculpture, which is 
undressed from its royal ornament 
and given a new life. 
Produced for Haaz Gallery’s Block 
exhibition, 2007, photo by Irene 
Barros. 
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silhouette of  a tree grows on the façade of  a building

Tree - Simon Heijdens

tree made up of  several hundred parts all independently connected to a windsensor to create an actual, live copy of  a real tree

tree looses a leaf  when some passes

shedding tree reveals human activity

leaves break of  the tree and fall on the floor nearby

leaves roll out when someone walks through

London, UK - Design Museum 06.2005

Rotterdam, Netherlands - Tent. 07.2007Amsterdam, Netherlands - Droog 04.2005

Rotterdam, Netherlands - IFFR 01.2007

Hasselt, Belgium - Z33  10.2006

Tokyo, Japan - Roppongi 03.2007 

Berlin, Germany - Checkpoint Charlie 10.2005

New York, U.S.A. - Bank Street 02.2007

Tree
Ripples on a puddle of water, footsteps in the sand and slowly gathering grime. Natural processes are 
existent though becoming rare in our increasingly planned surrounding.

While the trees on the streets are no longer nature but carefully controlled and managed, the wind that 
is moving its branches still is. The installation traces and amplifies the leftovers of nature in the urban 
surrounding. White silhouettes of trees are projected 8m high onto the facades of several buildings in a 
city. Its branches and leaves are moving either slightly or intensely; dependent on the measured wind that 
passes the façade of the building on which it is projected. Starting full of leaves at dawn, the tree loses 
one of its leaves each time someone passes it. When the leaf breaks off its branch, it drops down on 
the ground in an alley nearby. Because the leaves are made of light, they slowly brighten up the alley as 
they grow in amount over the course of the evening, and form a developing image that reveals the use of 
the city. The leaves roll out when someone walks through them.

Tree - a fake forest revealing real nature. Exhibited in London, Tokyo, Berlin, New York, Rotterdam, 
Milan, Eindhoven, Cologne, Nottingham and Amsterdam.

Milan, Italy - Porta Venezia 04.2006
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3, Rising slowly
This piece is built up like a traditional chandelier – a structure of threaded dangling crystals. However, the conventional thread is 
replaced with a smart material that slightly contracts when activated. Windgusts measured outside are translated to the chandelier 
inside. Each thread is separately reactive to the sensor, and together they make a subtle ripple travel through its crystals with varying 
direction and intensity depending on the character of the wind gusts. So the chandelier makes an exact representation of the wind 
that passes outside – sometimes its movements are subtle, sometimes intense, sometimes not at all. 3, Rising slowly is an object 
whose character is defined by its locations, changing throughout the day and year and restoring the natural timeline of an artificial 
space. The jet black crystals of the skin and clear crystals of the core make up a monochrome object, which through the refraction 
becomes multi- coloured when lit.

Reed
Nature is becoming rare in our daily life, as we pass most of the day in perpetual spaces with 
conditioned climates and 24-hour lighting that mute the relief of the day and year. When unpredictable 
natural elements such as a lifting breeze, a sudden shower, or a setting sun are eliminated from our 
surrounding, the timeline of our ‘everyday’ is lost. Reed is an artificial element that can restore the 
natural relief in daily life.

A group of elements that overgrows objects and areas in a space provides both lighting and covering 
to make muted spots inside a room. The reeds translate outside nature to the indoor space, by slightly 
waving when a gust of wind passes the building, as measured by a wind sensor that is connected to the 
reeds. The wind travelling through the reeds has a speed and intensity precisely depending on the force 
and direction of the wind gusts that rise up and lay down throughout the day. The space becomes subtle 
in spring, intense in autumn – the space regains the natural character that it has walled out.

GENETIC CODE
Nature is indeed a recurrent theme in Heijdens’ work, but does he see it as a mission to bring it back to 
a world that’s being replaced more and more by the artificial? ‘A side effect of our world globalising and 
urbanising is that our built surroundings are becoming increasingly generic, nondescript and perpetual. I 
wouldn’t call it a mission, but it is something I would like to counter. Like in Lightweeds, the plants on the 
wall are completely and directly generated by the space. Each of the several hundred parts that a plant 
consists of starts from a group of numbers, like a genetic code that contains several characteristics 
such as shape, size, and character, which while growing up are affected by a continuous data stream 
of several sensors on the roof of the building. The wind, light and rain measurements define the way the 
plant grows up, its shape and behaviour.  When someone passes a plant, it bends and looses its seeds 
to pollinate to another wall in the same direction as the traffic in the space. Therefore, eventually a large 
amount of plants reveal the way the space has been used. So the installation takes on a different char-
acter in the day or night, in spring or autumn, in busy or quiet times. 

The projects are not so much about a nature as an entity, but more as a group of continuous unplanned 
movements that eventually define a distinct, narrative character. Looking at Lightweeds one could even 
play forensic investigator with the narrative space as evidence: Who’s been walking there? What were 
the conditions like? What’s the history of the place?

design

Clean Carpets
A medium is a combination of elements, such as black ink on white paper – they need and 
use each other to make an image. In some situations one of these elements is already present 
and available to use. With a high-pressure sprayer and a template, grime is removed from the 
pavement in the shape of a carpet. The clean spot appears, a place where one would want to sit. 
The image is made by taking away instead of adding. The carpet slowly disappears over time as 
the streets gathers fresh grime.
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5. Pollentation

After several passages, the plant loses its seeds which then travel to another wall to make a new plant grow there.

4. Human traffic

The plants slightly bend and hang over when someone passes, tracing the path of  human traffic in the space. 

3. Movement

The plants move by the live measurings of  a wind sensor that is placed outdoor, to create a hyper-real, live generated movement.

2. Plant generation

Each plant is uniquely generated of  a several hundred parts, that form and behave according to the genetical data of  its family.

1. Growth

Silhouettes of  plants growing onto several walls throughout a space.

Lightweeds 
A living digital organism growing onto the walls of  an indoor space.

CYCLES OF TIME
Heijdens certainly knows how to tell the story of his work and throughout several of his projects a strong 
narrative thread keeps making an appearance, although in his mind it’s not an indispensable factor – ‘a 
lot of the works are indeed not static but have an evolving timeline embedded in them.’ Take for instance 
his ceramic family, Broken White, which is white and undecorated at purchase and starts showing small 
cracks in the form of a floral decoration through use. To us it’s a clever example of the Japanese con-
cept of wabi-sabi, the patina of age, or beauty that treasures the passage of time. Brand new objects are 
of course beautiful, but it’s the wear and tear of daily use that adds new beauty and aesthetic depth as it 
shows the cycles of time. And Heijdens takes it a step further: ceramic is always approached as a static, 
non-evolving object, plus cracks are perceived as errors (a very Western concept of beauty). The mate-
rial itself draws the cracks as flower decorations, and thus they become useful. The idea sprang from 
Heijdens’ interest in the difference between the way we relate to a static object, as opposed to some-
thing living and evolving, and what the life span of an object means. ‘If a product could evolve and grow, 
like its user, could it get a quality the opposite of a disposable product? The ceramics of Broken White 
grow along with their user, so the object becomes richer over time.’

Just to tease, I thought it was worth asking Heijdens that beloved question: what makes good design? And 
without plunging into a pool of philosophical discussions, for Heijdens, whether the design is complex or 
simple, thoughtfulness gives the potential for success. Heijdens isn’t really into dreaming about the future, 
each new project comes as surprise to him, but with some coaxing his does contend that he wants to work 
with very diverse techniques and that his preference is in working in the public domain. For the Dutchman, 
the tension and ability to situate something in existing daily life is the place where excitement lies. #

www.simonheijdens.com
Lightweeds will be showing at MoMA, New York, from 26 February - 12 May, www.moma.org

design

Broken White
Products designed not as static objects, but written as small scenarios. Conventionally speaking, nothing is standing still. Compared to how one can follow 
the growth of a child or a flower, the connection between us and the products that surround us could be more intense if they were less static, and more 
receptive to the specific factors of our personal surrounding. If a product is able to grow, next to and just like its user, it could get a quality the opposite of 
a disposable product, and during the time it is in the user’s life, it would tell and show an evolving story – objects not static and silent, but alive and talking. 
Broken White is a ceramic family which is white and undecorated at purchase, but through use, small crack lines appear in the skin of the ceramic. The 
cracks slowly begin to form a floral decoration which grows like a real flower would. After time, the cups or dishes you love most will stand out, because 
they are more wealthily decorated. The nature of craquelé is that it is not a state, but a never-ending process. By opening up the static characteristics of 
ceramics and manipulating the start of this craquelé process, space is made for a nature to reveal itself, and trace the story of cup and user.

Broken White is designed for Droog Design, for the occasion of Lille Cultural Capital of Europe 2004.

Lightweeds
A living digital organism growing onto indoor space, through which the space regains the natural timeline that 
it has walled out. On the roof of the building are placed a range of wind, sun and rain sensors that send their 
measurings to the computers inside. The software generates plant families that grow up, move, and behave 
exactly like they would outside. On passing human traffic the plants bend, loose their seeds and pollinate to 
other walls throughout the space, to make up a constantly evolving wallpaper that reveals the character of the 
space and its use.


